SUPPORT YOUR TEAM WITH PRIDE WHILE DISCOVERING RUSSIA!

Visit the past and present Russian capital cities, majestic Moscow and royal Saint Petersburg.
Enjoy the Champion League final game in one of the most modern venues in the world –
Krestovsky stadium, Saint Petersburg. Our tour includes two days trip to Moscow.

Dates 27 of May 2022 - 01 of June 2022
Tour length 6 days/5 nights (4 nights in Saint Petersburg and 1 night in Moscow).
Tour Fixtures 28 May 2022 Final

Our hotels
The hotels in Saint Petersburg and in Moscow are in easy reach of the city centre and convenient for the
main tourist attractions. In addition, they are selected carefully to provide a fine standard of comfort
and peace after a full schedule of excursions, sightseeing and of course, football.

Transfers
Transfers to/from the airport included.

Trains
Domestic air and train tickets (Saint Petersburg – Moscow, Moscow – Saint Petersburg) are not included
into your tour package price. We recommend you take the fast-speed train Sapsan from Saint
Petersburg to Moscow and from Moscow to Saint Petersburg. Travelling by train is one of the most
fascinating ways to explore Russia, it is a safe, comfortable and inexpensive option. The modern fastspeed train Sapsan from Siemens, running between Moscow and Saint Petersburg, makes your 3,5 hours
journey unforgettable.

Match Tickets
Match tickets can only be purchased via UEFA.

Russian Visa
The fan-ID will play an important role in the provision of security during the major football tournaments
in Russia as they would be ranting admittance to the stadiums and would also serve as visas for foreign
visitors. In order to clear the country’s border a holder of the fan-ID would also have to produce an
identification document, a ticket for a match or a document verifying the purchase of a ticket.

Guide Service
We offer sightseeing tours with local English-speaking guides in Saint Petersburg and Moscow.
Additional sightseeing options are available as well.

Friday 27 May 2022
Arrival into Saint Petersburg. This will be your first stop with airport pick-up then check into your room.
Get ready for an amazing five full days in Russia!
Enjoy a panoramic city tour around the most famous St. Petersburg attractions, including the Peter and
Paul Cathedral, St. Isaac's Cathedral, the Church of the Savior of the Spilled Blood, Spit of Vasilyesky
Island and along the principal street of Nevsky Prospect famed for its Palaces and lavish architecture
Overnight: Saint Petersburg

Saturday 28 May 2022
Matchday.
Pushkin (Catherine palace and park) (duration 5 hours, minibus). It is a fascinating monument of
architecture and garden art. In 1710 Peter the Great presented this land to his wife Catherine I and in a
few years’ time a marvelous ensemble of parks and palaces was built here around. The combination of
gold, celestial walls, niveous columns and silvery roof create an impressive sight. Visitors were amazed
with the magnificence of interior decoration: golden decorations of the doors were gently shining, the
suite of rooms impressed with the glittering wood carvings. The jewel of the palace is the Amber room
which is the 8th wonder of the world.
Lunch break. Free time.
Final match.
Overnight: Saint Petersburg

Sunday 29 May 2022
Visit the Hermitage Museum - truly one of the top-class museums in the world. The Hermitage
Museum’s collections include masterpieces of Leonardo da Vinci, Van Gogh, Picasso, Renoir, Monet and
Kandinsky beautifully presented in the splendors of the Royal halls of the Winter Palace. With over one
thousand elegant and sumptuously decorated rooms and halls, you are spoiled for choice with Russia's
greatest collection of art.
Lunch break.
Peterhof (Grand Palace and parks) (duration 5 hours, minibus)
This imperial summer residence is famous all over the world. This town of parks, palaces and
fountains was founded by Peter the Great in the beginning of the XVII century to commemorate
the glory of Russia. According to his plan a Palace was built on beautiful terraces that are descending to
the sea, it is surrounded with splendid cascades of fountains, parks with small palaces and pavilions. The
Centre of the ensemble is the 19-meter fountain of Samson tearing the lion’s mouth which was the
symbol of the Victory of Russian troops over the Swedish in the war for the access to the Baltic Sea.
Overnight: Saint Petersburg

Monday 30 May 2022
Flight or train to Moscow.
City sightseeing tour (3 hours, bus). The Moscow sightseeing tour takes in some of the most iconic sights
in the country. We make 3-4 stops in our journey to explore the must-see sights and give you time to
make memorable photos. After the sightseeing tour you are free to explore the city as you wish.
Abundance of choices, perhaps you will enjoy the enchanting vista of the skyline from Swallow Hills or
choose the lively Novy Arbat and heartbeat of the city, sensational shopping at Kiev Station. Perhaps to
see Moscow at play in the expanse of Gorky Park
Lunch break.
Kremlin and Red Square tour (4 hours)
The Moscow Kremlin is a fortified complex at the heart of Moscow, overlooking the Moskva River to the
south, Saint Basil's Cathedral and Red Square to the east, and the Alexander Garden to the west. It is the
best known of the kremlins (Russian citadels) and includes five palaces, four cathedrals, and the
enclosing Kremlin Wall with Kremlin towers. Also within this complex is the Grand Kremlin Palace. The
complex serves as the official residence of the President of the Russian Federation.
Overnight: Moscow

Tuesday 31 of May 2022
In the morning you will visit All-Russia Exhibition Centre. Opened in 1935 as a Soviet exhibition center,
this centre hosted the World’s largest, most elaborate agricultural, industrial, social and scientific expos.
Over the eight decades, the chief exhibition of Russia has seen a lot: it survived the war and post-war
reconstruction, renovation of pavilions in the 1950s, and the period of their transformation into trade
outlets in the 1990s, five renamings and finally revival, which began in the spring of 2014. Now, thanks
to the efforts of restorers, we know what its original appearance was conceived by the architects of the
Soviet era.

Lunch break.
Our Moscow Metro Tour will let you watch the architectural achievements of the Soviet Époque on
the spot! Metro tour takes approximately 2 hours and covers 10 most beautiful metro stations. Tour
starting at one of the Moscow metro stations will let you enjoy the impressive interiors of Circle, Red
and Green lines stations and see the walls covered with mosaics and frescos, staying under the light of
enormous and beautifully decorated lamps.
Train or flight to Saint Petersburg.
Overnight: Saint Petersburg

Tuesday 31 of May 2022
Check out in hotel. Transfer to Pulkovo airport

